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Good evening all ~

Well, demo is going beautifully.  Buildings 100-300 are nearly done and we have begun 400
interior and 406 structural.  We'll be starting on 500 by Saturday,  600 by Monday or Tuesday. 
We also began 912 structural demo today.  We will move from there to 812, then to the lost
units of 1000 and 700 buildings. With the structural demo, what we are doing is simply removing
the debris and loose structure so that we may assess potential damages to the remaining structure
and ascertain what will be required for restoration.  

I sent many photos to Mary Jo to post on the Facebook and Key Allegro webpages - and have
more from today that I'll send over to her shortly.   Be sure to go check them out!

If you have not yet given written permission to demo, please do so as soon as possible. 

On demo, we understand there are still questions as to why demo was even necessary, why not
just use dehumidifiers and fans.  There are several reasons, here are the most important:  There
was no power for dehumidifiers or fans for several weeks.  Even if there had been, it still would
not have been enough - the saturation of the buildings was complete in terms of sheer scope. 
Most of the water came from above, running through the structural spaces and saturating all
insulation, insulated ducts, structure and the backer-board behind every single wall.  The only
item on that list not guaranteed to be ruined by the water is the structure (and let's consider what
was IN that water... we aren't talking a clean spring drizzle, here).  Also in question is how the
structure itself held up - the forces these buildings withstood were incredible - and came from all
sides (not one or two).  We have GOT to know the structure is secure and unharmed.  We can't
do that with all of the drywall in place. So, yes, we really do HAVE to perform at least
PARTIAL demo in every single unit. 

What our inspections have found thus far (bear in mind, reports are not complete - nothing in
writing yet, just verbal reports):

We can very likely consider all roofs to be total loss. 

Our balconies all suffered damage which has caused minor to severe sagging and will need to be
corrected  

A great deal of siding - though we do not yet have a percentage estimate - was damaged and will
require replacement.  Also minor to severe. 

AEP was out replacing electrical meters today.
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No written reports have yet been received from any one of the various inspectors.  Deidra and
Joey are completing the per unit damages estimates this week.  They've made it up to 1000, so
nearly there!  This report will be necessary to move our claim forward - which will in turn be
helpful for your personal claims where questions of damage level and coverage over-lap may be
of concern. 

On claims.... we found the PERFECT Public Adjuster for our Owners to hire.  It's Crossroads! 
Most of you are not having issues with your claims, which lowers the risk of overload to the
Crossroads crew.  They have added Joey to our team and he will be the person to assist those of
you in need of personal claim assistance.  So, if you have questions, concerns or outright
problems with your adjuster/claim - please email me separately and we will get you put together
with the right help!

On general info; we are seeing more fish again and had dolphins in the canal this week - that was
wonderful!  We had a water spout today.  A piece of one of our chimneys was found at
McDonald's by Roger.  We do not have a photo... :(  that would have been fun to have had in
the future.   Phone/wi-fi seems to be back up to normal - it has been lovely to not be missing
your calls and emails while on site! 

Bobby left us today for a much needed vacation - he has been on site every day since he got here
a few days after the hurricane.  Hasn't gone home once.  So we sent him off with good wishes
and will see him again next Friday.  We have two foremen in place to handle Bobby's load while
he is gone.  

You all have a written questionnaire on it's way with your statements, PLEASE be sure to fill it
out and return it.  One of the questions regards whether or not owners wish to keep their
fireplaces, so I know many of you will definitely want to return your answers there!

As always, if I have forgotten something important to you - or you just have questions, please
feel free to call or email.   

Wishing you all a good evening!  

Best ~

Gayle D. Connolly
General Manager
Key Allegro Condominiums
kacamanager@yahoo.com
(361) 774-8888


